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[of heaven] ~ Terry Savoie
pink clouds in rouged cheeks; red
lips & a thin line of mascara to define
the horizon; we drift along believing
somehow we’re approaching the edge
of heaven

The Getaway Car ~ Reema Rao-Patel
Anyone who owns a car in the city is a poser. I never said that to
anyone, but it was a conviction I clutched to. Hearing the ring of
“Doors closing on the train” as a cue to run, squeezing through only
to be pushed up against someone’s overfilled backpack, and
accounting for extra time to transfer from train to bus when traveling
East-West was all a part of authentic city living.
We did have a car – a peacock blue Chevy Equinox that a nurse once
made fun of when Jay picked me up after a surgery. That’s my ride.
Oh, there is no way I’m missing that blue. I defensively reminded
everyone that the car was a mandatory work perk for Jay’s remote job.
The Chevy remained street parked on Evergreen with last season’s
mud still caked on the outside and a lingering new car smell on the
inside.
So, when March 13 rolled around, I complained to myself as usual
about how packed and balmy the bus was, not realizing it would be
something to miss. After that last ride, we locked ourselves at home
with panic and stowed our transit cards away in the nightstand next to
our passports and the car keys. We traded our precious freedom for
the confines of our apartment – navigating endlessly between kitchen,
living room, bedroom, living room, bedroom, kitchen, bedroom.
The next weekend – had it only been a week? – Jay said, “Let’s go for a
walk” in the same tone he might’ve said “Let’s go to Paris, I already
bought tickets.” We need fresh air, and the sun makes the slush less
noticeable. We had not ventured out for a leisurely walk yet. The only
time we left the apartment was to pick up staples from the over-priced
corner bodega, armed with hand sanitizer like mace and bandanas
haphazardly tied around our faces in lieu of masks we couldn’t find

anywhere. The bandana constantly slipped and tugged at the whisps of
my hair that got caught in the knot. I saw police patrolling the
neighborhood, sternly telling people to keep walking, no lingering or
sitting on the park benches allowed anymore. Suddenly the crisp, open
air felt overwhelmingly stuffy.
I need to be on my own, I said and grabbed the keys roughly. I need to
get out, like out-out. By the time I got to Evergreen, I forgot where
the car was parked. Both sides of the street were fully lined with cars
that hid the peacock blue. I searched up and down haphazardly; more
panicking than looking. Someone must have looked out their window
and thought, poor girl, this is what one week of lockdown will do to
you. Three minutes out on the street, but thirty minutes in my head.
When I found the car, I fell into the driver’s seat and salty tears filled
cupped hands. Crying was now a daily occurrence, but most of my
tears rung out the unanswerable questions and indescribable fears
inside me. These tears were different; they shed weight. I found the
car, yes. But I also found space in a place that was not the bedroom,
kitchen, living room. A space to feel, a space to physically and
emotionally move within the all-encompassing stillness of the world.
****
Just keep driving anywhere, I repeat. When the hyphenated lane lines
begin to merge into one, my disjointed thoughts, too, become an
unimportant blur. Right now, I do not think; I simply feel. Along the
lakeshore, blue skies and green water spread so far it feels like it is
washing into the car. At dusk, the skyline becomes drenched in honey,
and the orange hues slowly trickle down my own arm perched on the
window. In the dark, we do not know where the highways end and the

sky begins, streetlights sparkling amongst the stars – the vastness in
stark contrast to the overbearing tree-lined streets at home.
Without a destination, the motions of driving turn rote. But its effect
does not. I am addicted to movement and the changing sights around
me. In these moments, life is living and breathing again.
Of all the roads we took, we never ventured to the suburbs. Even with
its seemingly free, wide-open roads, its settled-down stillness was
magnified by people shuttered inside their homes. I found it stiflingly
quiet.
Mom and Dad live in the suburbs. Just an hour southwest on 88, a
road I would take for our monthly dinner ritual. But now I had not
seen them in over four months. When can we see you? Mom asked
every week. Every time, the question stretched our time apart longer
and the distance between us farther. Even over the phone, I could hear
her voice echo in the house. I imagined their quiet street, now mostly
empty nesters, and felt a pang of guilt.
I resorted to the car, but this time with a destination. We can’t meet at
home, but maybe we can meet somewhere outside halfway? That
evening we pulled up in the parking lot of a taped-off neighborhood
playground. The lingering rain left everything slick and muddy. This
was first time we were “seeing” someone since lockdown, and all the
signs were telling us it was off limits.
My parents pulled up in the spot next to us, and Mom rolled down the
passenger window. She reached across to hand us double packaged
veggie wraps from home and a bag of my favorite fried sweet banana
buns. Buns were only reserved for special occasions. And right there,
we dined as a family for the first time in parallel. This is nice. Despite

the rain wetting our laps and having to put up our hoods for dinner, I
genuinely meant it. It is. I can’t believe this is our life now, but I’m
really happy we did this. Framed by the car window, I was thankful to
see a healthy, calm vision of my parents.
****
Heavy, dark rain clouds chased us all the way home, but I felt like the
rays of sun that fight their way through. This car, the road, the wheels
in constant yet aimless motion no longer felt like just an escape – as
cathartic as it was. It was now my enabler. No longer was I witnessing
life outside the car. I was living and breathing again.

The Oracle ~ Katie Ness
She is a whirlpool.
With a heart of misty merrows.
He is a simple man. Of the earth and humble.
Enraptured, but he does not understand.
Her stories are tornado tongued and tidal
Her stories are about a jungle and kelpies.
No, her stories are about magpies in the magnolia tree,
A Cypriot coffee and saltwater eyelashes. A shaman in a waterfall.
A pregnant woman casting spells. Coconuts on the sands with a
hummingbird.
Mermaids, pigeons and fruit salads. Citrine tempests, dog walkers and
a pirate.
She talks like a fever dream and he’s trying to understand,
But she is a cyclone. Her mouth claps like thunder, eyes lightening
bright.
Her heart is like a storm in an atom, blood flooding through her body,
She is deep in the moment. Deep in her pomegranate reverie.
He is patient with arms stretching from a sunset skyline smile.
Stretching out with a cherry tree embrace.
Her body melts in his chest; rooted.
Obsidian curls cascade at his elbows in willowy rivers.
She is complicated like this. She is a concoction of wild flower
thoughts,
Of hazy days and sun kissed shoulders and plum poetry.
He is with her, silent, enamored and waiting.
Finally the story rushes from her lips like a spirit and rises with the
moon.

They are standing ankle deep in the ridges of rock pools. And now he
understands.
He is a Canary island lullaby. He wants to hold her.
He is the size of an oak. He is robust love.
She is dandelion seeds released in the wind,
He is the branch gently holding her as she takes flight.
All the while, the ocean watches them with its mouth wide open,
witnessing,
As they kiss, pouring their love out into the world like a tropical storm,
Passersby stop and stare,
Glancing sideways, elbows propped,
wanting, yearning,
for pieces of that sweetness,
Famished; Like crows.

Notes on the Body ~ Rita Chapman
The body is either presence or absence
That’s how it has to be read
+
The shape of a bell but
Not holy
Not struck
The flower petal knifing its way
out of the bud
+
A ghost sign,
a promise of that
which can no longer be
+
It’s sometimes possible to
turn against the body
They will tell you it is all
in your head, but not
how strong the head is
then teach the body to starve

to hunger and not eat but still hunger
A body in conflict tends to stay in conflict
+
The body spills beyond its rim
to become the point inside the acute angle
The body solves for X
+
Not one of us has ever escaped
this earth.
whether rot or ash
we return to
carbon and calcium
to the rhizosphere
to dancing with
language among
the roots of a silver birch
+
what calls our molecules out of
the dirt to gather in wombs
+

what then calls them back again
to disentangle
the tidal rivers
the salt marshes
cord grass and salt hay
the water clear
and black as its skin below
+
The chest becomes the red-crested winter sky perforated by birds

Intimate Haiku ~ Ilari Pass
midnight sun
pomegranate
the shape of blood
she observes shadows
delicate rain
tats across the wall
night gathers
knives sharpening—
she unzips her dress
dress down-fountaining
his bristled chin plows down
the small of her back
shallow breaths—
dips and rises
the girl whispers
fortress machinery
hands into untouched places
sets city on fire

Gathered Places ~ M.P. Pratheesh

I caught the Moon. ~ Olayioye Paul Bamidele
before I learned to pronounce
my name,
between my clinging teeth, &amp;
to pyramid my feet
I saw the moon, distant, like the face
of an angel watching over me
my grandmother called me - for
a story to rocket my mind to the moon.
the candles waltzes, as if
the breath from my grandmother
flapped on it.
on the crest, father drooped
to kissed the grass with his cutlass,
milchs urinated white to buckets.
in the hut, sisters congregated around
a mortar
rapping pestles to it - mooching.
boys skived near thickets

for vagrant grasshoppers - for the fire.
mother fed me milk
on the bamboo bed.
trees - in my compound - with much
fruits
suffered the plight of stones.
the pith of a bulged fruit is to
home the bee - one has bitten me
when I crawled near to it.
mother quarrelled father, sisters parked
to backyard.
mother quarrelled father, grandmother
whistled on her rack.
mother quarrelled father, a dagger
slipped through his nape.
mother wept over father, fetters
led her to prison.
I became forlorn, like the lost lover

who sold his heart to the rivers.
that night, when my teeth were soldered
to trimmed my tongue
I caught the moon in my little
bucket - it was as soft as my lonely
heart, brittle.

The Good Evening ~ Cian Mooney
The frost crossed the Texas air like an invasion from the sea. The ice
crystals dusted the Fort Worth streets and the highways came to a halt.
CBS’s meteorologist looked shaken from a dream as he
read the forecast:
“Tomorrow we’ll see a high of twenty-eight, a low of eleven. That’s
right, folks. Eleven degrees Fahrenheit. Here’s Mindy with traffic.”
“Thanks, Jimmy. With people already rushing to get home safely, we
are seeing an unprecedented backup on I-30 West. It is advised that
everyone stay home and drive as little as possible over the next few
days until crews are able to deal with the ice properly.”
Ally’s phone vibrated, showing an email that the district had
preemptively canceled school Thursday and Friday. Texans knew they
couldn’t drive on snow. They accepted it and saw no reason to fool
themselves. There would be no virtual classes, either, due to expected
widespread power outages throughout the city. She took a deep breath,
relieved that she could postpone the lesson planning she was already
so far behind on. Looking over at Pete, she saw that he nodded off
with his plate planted on his puffed belly, much like a dog in a TikTok.
She reached over and rubbed his arm. His eyes opened. The dead had
awakened.
“School’s closed for the rest of the week,” Ally said.
He grinned and moaned a wordless approval.

They laid in bed until the late morning, listening to the wind slashing
the trees out front. Pete made coffee and brought it to bed. Handing
Ally her cup, he stood looking out the window, prying the blinds apart
with two fingers.
“Wow,” he said. “That’s really something.”
“What’s that?” she asked.
“Just the way the wind is kicking up some of the snow. Like sheets
blowing in the wind.”
“You make it sound pretty.”
Pete grinned.
“The real thing is prettier than words.”
“Let me see, then.”
Ally got up, careful not to spill the coffee, and came over to the
window. Pete moved his fingers so she could see more easily outside.
She stared as if in a dream, her eyes still glazed with sleep. Pete leaned
over and kissed her temples.
“I’m glad you get to stay home,” he said.
“Me too.”

Wrapping herself up in a blanket and sweatpants, she went to the
kitchen to refill her coffee, then walked into the living room and sat in
Pete’s houndstooth chair. His imprint was in the seat, and it had
widened in the last year. Her small frame disappeared into the space
his body had created. She had bought him some bigger clothes. She
knew that would hurt him, but he was uncomfortable in what he had,
and he did his best to be gracious.
He was wearing the gray sweatpants and the oversize sweatshirt that
said FLORIDA in big red letters when he sauntered in. He smiled
when he saw her sitting in his chair and took a seat on the couch. They
had traded places. The balance was different.
“How are you feeling today?” Ally asked.
“Doing okay,” he said. “Still got a headache, but overall I’m okay.”
Pete had said this, almost verbatim, nearly every day for months. Ally
felt her lips twist in hidden agitation.
“How are you feeling?” Pete asked.
“I’m also okay,” she answered. “Feeling a little off, but that could be
because I’m not used to sleeping this late on a Wednesday.”
“Could be.”
The room got quiet. Clouds gathered to dust the southwestern earth
with snow again. Ally daydreamed of Caddo Lake, surrounded by

pines, ghostly in the midmorning winter darkness. The thought of all
that was hidden in the trees warmed her.
“Thanks,” Pete said.
“For what?” she replied, shaken out of her reverie.
“For holding down the fort for us, for taking care of things. Taking
care of me.”
“You’re welcome.”
She said it flatly, her intonation robotic. It was these kinds of
statements that preceded some kind of turn in Pete’s mood. Since he
had been on sick leave, he had been hospitalized twice, and now
he always wore long sleeves to hide the wounds on his arms.
“I’ll go get the ice off the cars,” he said, his voice lightly fumed with
irritation.
She knew to just nod, not to stoke the flames with language. She said a
short, aimless prayer, then watched Pete work his formless frustration
out on the windshield of the Sentra. She couldn’t help but laugh to
herself as she saw the wind shove his body around like a limp sheet.
She thought him beautiful for a moment, a dark spot in an endless
landscape.
When he came back in she was sitting at the dining room table,
grading tests. He sighed with relief at the warmth of the room.

“Did you turn the heat on?” he asked.
“Yep,” she said. “How was it out there?”
“Brutal,” he answered.
“Hm.”
The wind had not calmed. Pete shook himself off in the doorway,
clusters of snowflakes dropping onto the wood floor. Ally had to
know.
“Were you mad?”
“Yeah, for a bit,” he said.
“Why?”
“I was hoping for a warmer response when I thanked you earlier.”
“That’s what I guessed.”
“Sorry.”
“It’s okay. You just need to keep being patient.”
“Doing my best. Just trying one of these distraction methods from
therapy.”
“Good.”

“Yeah,” Pete said. “I think so.”
They tried making love for the first time since he left the hospital. It
was after dark. They had eaten frozen pizza and had drunk Coke. The
lone reading lamp flickered as the power grid in the city struggled
under the wind’s pressure. They kissed each other shyly.
Pete was afraid to be naked in front of Ally again, so he kept the
sweatshirt on, which felt soft against her skin. It was a good barrier, a
prophylactic. Moments after the power went out, one of them
whispered “I love you” to the other in the dark. Then they apologized
to each other for giving themselves to one another in a million little
pieces.

Agatha’s Gifts ~ Ken Pobo
She flies very well but
is just as good at tunneling.
Give her a dahlia tuber
and she quickly digs
so deep that she feels
the Earth’s heartbeat.
She says it’s a myth that
if you dig enough
you’ll end up in China.
It’s easier to fly. Once there,
you meet Du Fu who reads you
poems from 1200 years ago.
Agatha isn’t big on poetry.
She smiles politely.
A Britannica of rivers, she
knows the names of almost
every river anywhere.
Rivers run and she flies.
Or tunnels. Either way,
She gets close to the Earth,
dotes on it, feeds it secrets
and keep moving.

Hedda the Hopper ~ Pam Munter
A ten-minute romp
CHARACTERS
HELEN: a woman in her 60s-70s
TIFFANY: a woman in her 20s-30s (or older)
HENRY: a young man, 30s-50s
Time: the present
It’s a veterinarian’s waiting room with four chairs. TIFFANY is sitting,
reading a magazine, keeps checking her watch. Enter HELEN, with a
pet carrier. She sits. Time passes.
HELEN
Been waiting long?
TIFFANY
Yeah. The doctor is operating on Rockefeller, my Persian. Taking a
long time. Too long.
HELEN
Rockefeller? What a cute name. Rocky. What’s wrong with him?
TIFFANY
He has some sort of an obstruction, down there. He’s been in there
for a couple of hours. I’m getting worried.
HELEN
I’m sorry. I’m sure he’ll be fine. You are - ?

TIFFANY
Oh, sorry. I’m Tiffany.
HELEN
Like the lamp.
TIFFANY
Like the luxurious jewelry store on Fifth Avenue in New York.
HELEN
I wonder how much longer it will be. Sure is quiet around here today. I
had hoped he could fit me in at the end of the day. It’s not exactly
urgent, but…
TIFFANY
Yeah. Everybody’s gone but the doc. Whatcha got in there, um - ?

HELEN
I’m Helen. This is my sweet, little bunny rabbit, Hedda.
TIFFANY
As in Gabler.
HELEN
As in Hopper.
TIFFANY

Who?
HELEN
You’re probably too young to remember. Hedda Hopper was a
famous gossip columnist about 50 years ago. I think she’s dead now.
She must be.
TIFFANY
Oh, wait. I get it. Hedda…Hopper….the rabbit. That’s very clever.
HELEN
Thank you.
TIFFANY
What’s the matter with Hedda? Lost her bounce? No longer lucky?
HELEN
No. Sorry to say she’s here for…well, her farewell appearance.
TIFFANY
So she’s sick, huh?
HELEN
Lots of things wrong. It’s just time to let her go.
TIFFANY
Wow. That must be hard.
HELEN

Yes. Hedda and I have something in common. It’s almost time for me
to let go, too.
TIFFANY
Of Hedda.
HELEN
Of everything. Lab tests came back a few days ago. Seems I don’t have
much time, either. I’m trying to make things simpler for my daughter
who’ll have to take care of everything after…
TIFFANY
You look pretty healthy to me. Hedda does, too.
HELEN
They tell me it could be three months, maybe six. I want to get it all
done before I can’t do it anymore. It’s the least I can do for my
daughter. She has her own problems, god knows. I have to say that it’s
harder for me to think of losing Hedda than my daught--…
(silence for a bit)
TIFFANY
A coincidence, huh. We both have named our pets after real people,
celebrities.
HELEN
Yes, isn’t it.

TIFFANY
Can I ask you a question?
HELEN
Of course.
TIFFANY
Why did you name your bunny after someone who’s been dead for so
long?
HELEN
I’ve always been a big fan of the movies. Started when I was just a kid.
When I grew up, there wasn’t a National Enquirer, you know. We
didn’t know much about movie stars at all. But there was always
Hedda Hopper, giving us the gossip every day. And, of course,
Louella.
TIFFANY
Louella?
HELEN
Oh, my. You are young, aren’t you? Louella Parsons was Hedda’s rival
for decades. They worked for competing newspapers in LA. Hated
each other. All the movie stars were afraid of them.
TIFFANY
Why? Were they like terrorists? Did they have bodyguards and carry
guns?

HELEN
Oh, no. They didn’t need to. They could shoot down a movie star with
their words. Or turn nobodies into somebodies. I was fascinated by
their power. Loved all the dirt they dished every day. Never heard of
them, huh?
TIFFANY
Uh, no. Hard to imagine such a thing. Like the Dark Ages or
something
HELEN
Hedda and Louella were at the center of power in Hollywood. Just like
my Hedda has been the center of my world for the last four years.
TIFFANY
Oh. I’ll bet you’re sad to give her up. Give everything up, really.
HELEN
Yes, it’s not…
(a man with a gun enters, somewhat tentatively)
HENRY
OK, OK, OK. Nobody move and nobody will get hurt. I’m here for
money. And, and, and, maybe drugs.
HELEN
Well, we certainly don’t have any. You might try the pharmacy in the
next building.

HENRY
Sit on it, Granny. Where’s the doc?
(he moves toward the internal door where the vet is)
TIFFANY
(stands and blocks the door)
Ohhh, no, you don’t. He’s operating on my cat and he can’t be
disturbed. You just sit down and wait. Besides, that thing looks like a
cap gun to me.
HENRY
You wanna risk it? Stand aside, lady, or I’ll shoot ya.
TIFFANY
Come on. Get real. Look around. Does this look like a place where
there’s money and drugs? The man can’t even afford a receptionist.
Chill out. What’s your name?
HENRY
This ain’t no tea party, lady.
HELEN
You might as well wait. I’m sure the vet will be out momentarily and
you can…do what you’re going to do. In the meantime, tell us your
name.
HENRY

OK, OK. It’s Henry.
(together)
HELEN, TIFFANY
As in Kissinger.
HENRY
No. As in…wait. I’m not dumb enough to tell you my last name. You
think I’m stupid or something?
HELEN
Henry, you seem like a very nice young man. Why are you doing this?
HENRY
Do you think I’d be here if I had a choice? I gotta get some money.
Just lost my job. Nothing out there. Been looking but…(notices the
carrier). Hey, who’s that?
TIFFANY
That’s Hedda the Hopper.
HENRY
Wait. Oh, I see. It’s a friggin’ rabbit?
HELEN
To each his own, Henry.
HENRY

Oh, oh, oh. Hold on. I get it. I get it. Hedda Hopper is a rabbit. Hey,
that’s pretty good.
TIFFANY
(incredulous) You know who that was? Really?
HENRY
Aw, sure. My grandmother used to read me her old columns when I
was just a…
(he sees TIFFANY get up and refocuses the gun) Hey, you. Just sit back
down and nobody gets hurt. Don’t get cute on me.
TIFFANY
I can’t believe you wanna go to jail for copping worm medicine and
flea powder. Get a grip, kid.
HELEN
Your grandmother was a movie fan, huh?
HENRY
Sure. My mother, too. Ya know, I still remember the day she drove us
past Hedda Hopper’s house in Beverly Hills. It was a Sunday, I
remember. My two brothers in the back seat and me in the front with
my grandma. Man, Beverly Hills. So many rich people. They all had
pets, too, I bet.
HELEN
(fascinated) What did the house look like?

HENRY
It was one of those two-story Spanish mansions. We couldn’t even
slow down because she was afraid she’d be stopped by the police for
loitering. She said Hedda’s house was “the house that fear built.”
TIFFANY
(sarcastically) I think it’s so sweet you two are sharing stories about the
good old days but I’d be a lot happier if you’d put that gun away.
HELEN
Who was her favorite movie star?
HENRY
Henry Fonda. She dragged me to every movie he was in. He had two
collies.
TIFFANY
Who’s Henry Fonda? Any relation to Jane?
HELEN
You know, Henry, I think you favor him a bit.
HENRY
Do you think so? My mother always said I did, too. It’s the chin, I
guess.
TIFFANY
You do look oddly familiar. Didn’t I see you on a TV show? A western
or something?

(HELEN stands for a moment, to adjust her clothing)
HENRY
Hey, hey, hey. You’re a nice lady but you’ll be a dead one if you try
anything.
HELEN
Henry, if you shoot me, you’ll have to shoot Hedda, too. We’re a team.
HENRY
I couldn’t shoot Hedda. I’d never do that. You, maybe. Not Hedda.
HELEN
I didn’t think so. You’ve mentioned pets. It would be good if you
would put that gun away, Henry.
TIFFANY
So now we’re back at the beginning. Why are you doing this and what
are you going to do with us?
HENRY
You sure this guy will be out soon? My bus leaves in 15 minutes.
TIFFANY
(laughs)
You took the bus to commit a robbery? Public transportation? Man,
you really are a loser.

HENRY
Yeah, but I’m the one with the gun. You were right about having seen
me. Dammit.
HELEN
You’re an actor! I knew it.
TIFFFANY
Not a good one or he wouldn’t be here.
HENRY
You’re really getting on my nerves, ya know?
HELEN
Like Henry Fonda, right?
HENRY
Man, I wish I lived back in those days. In the studio system. It’s tough
being an actor now. Young guys right out of school, some even off the
streets. So hard to even get an audition.
HELEN
What have I seen you in?
HENRY
Aw, just a few small parts. You know what they say. There are no
small parts, just small actors. Lemme tell ya, there are lots of small
parts. If this were back in the 50s, I’d march right up to Hedda

Hopper’s house, knock on the door, and say, “Please make me a star.”
That’s what I’d do. But ya can’t do that anymore.
HELEN
I’m sure you’re a good actor, Henry. Were you named after Henry
Fonda, by any chance?
HENRY
Yeah. How did you know?
TIFFANY
She’s a good guesser.
HENRY
You guys aren’t friends, are you?
HELEN
Oh, no.
HENRY
Man, I didn’t think so. You’re kinda like Hedda and Louella, ya know?
Oil and water.
HELEN
I’m going to take a chance and guess that this is your first…incursion.
HENRY
My what?

HELEN
Robbery. Am I right?
(a little embarrassed, HENRY pulls the gun up again)
HENRY
It could by my first murder, too.
TIFFANY
Relax, cowboy. Nobody’s threatening you.
HELEN
But why a vet’s office? Why not a 7-11 or a gas station?
HENRY
I dunno. I’ve always loved animals, I guess. I thought maybe…
TIFFANY
You were going to steal someone’s pet? Oh my god.
HENRY
(looking at TIFFANY) I know why she’s here, but what’s wrong with
Hedda?

TIFFANY
Her time’s up. Going off to the big rabbit hole in the sky.
HENRY

Is she sick?
HELEN
Not exactly. (beat) Is your mother still with us, Henry?
HENRY
Uh, yeah. I live with her. Hard for me to admit that. A grown man
living with his mom.
HELEN
She’s getting older, isn’t she, Henry? Someday she’ll die.
HENRY
(upset) I know that. I don’t want to think about it.
HELEN
Hedda Hopper and Henry Fonda. They both lived good, long lives.
But nobody lives forever.
HENRY
What are you trying to tell me?
TIFFANY
(points to HELEN) She’s dying.
HENRY
What do you know?
HELEN

She’s right. I want to make sure Hedda is…comfortable before I go.
HENRY
You’re gonna put Hedda to sleep?
HELEN
Sometimes it’s hard to do what’s humane. Really hard. There’s no one
who…
HENRY
Look. Wait a sec. I have an idea. Would you give her to me?
TIFFANY
Aha! The Rabbit and the Robber. Sounds like a sitcom, doesn’t it?

HELEN
I don’t know. Would you promise to take good care of her?
HENRY
Sure. Sure. You know, As I got off the bus, I saw a job open at the gas
station on the corner. If I worked there part-time…
HELEN
Tell you what I’ll do. You promise me you’ll give up violence and I’ll
give you Hedda.
HENRY

Aw, the gun’s not real. It’s plastic. I always wanted a pet. Never
thought it would be a Hedda Hopper.
HELEN
You can keep the carrier, too. She likes being in there. If you let her
out, be sure it’s in the bathroom. She has issues, if you know what I
mean.
(HENRY puts the gun in his pocket, picks up the carrier, and starts to
exit)
HENRY
You know, this isn’t what I came for.
HELEN
No, Henry, much better. You take care of yourself and Hedda.
(HENRY leaves)
TIFFANY
I was sure he’d try to rob us.
HELEN
I think he was too scared to do much of anything. I’m glad it worked
out. Sure hope Rocky has a smooth recovery. Bye, now.
(she leaves with TIFFANY’s words trailing her out of earshot)
TIFFANY

I hope you do you, too. I mean…goodbye, Helen.
END OF PLAY

Lacrimosa ~ Mark Murphy
They stand at the crossroads of history,
the old comrades
No more than a footnote to a debacle,
moustachios and beards in a state of disgrace
Awaiting the inevitable decay,
the day of tears, the ulcerated tongue –
the day of final reckoning
Instincts turned inwards against the self
Their passions spent
a century ago

No more do they cry freedom,
meaning love, meaning peace, meaning progress
No more do they cry fraternity.
Their memories are beset with land mines –
the faces and voices of the past, girls’ names,
the dead, the dead
Always the dead

Passage ~ Lisa Schantl

Racing ~ Mary Tabor
In ’58 Tim Tam was sweeping for the Triple Crown at Belmont after
he’d won the Preakness and the Derby. He nearly had it won, a quarter
mile away. The way he ran—something to behold.
I hadn’t understood till then what racing for the Crown was all about,
though I’d been running since I was twelve, since the doctors and the
blood tests. Since I started with the needles, the insulin that keeps me
going. I’d run from my mother, from her sissifying me with the
graham crackers and peanut butter she pushed at me when I got wild,
when the sugars in my blood were low, when the insulin was screwing
up, the way it does in kids. I ran to the track, hooking school, hanging
in the paddock, restless, fretting like a stall walker, that pacing, nervous
kind of horse.
And in ’52 when I was seventeen, I ran away from home, from
Baltimore, from Pimlico to Belmont Park. The pull to run was
stronger than the guilt of leaving my mother and my sister, my
father—peddling insurance door-to-door. I ran on a fast track—not
dry and even ground that’s good for speed, but on a muddy one. Ran
that wet track—fast.
At Milfer Farms stables in Unadilla, New York, I worked as an
exercise boy, as a clocker, and learned to train: to choose the feed, the
bedding, the exercise routine.
The horizon upstate was so wide I had to turn my head to see it all.
The rolling hills, the boundaries of white fences marking off the land.
And I began to dream in color. First the green of all that land I saw in

day and then the colors overhead, the pomegranate clouds that burst
on a clean morning sky.
Technicolor dreams.
Woke, saying out loud, “I’m alive. Take my picture.”
The doctors cut my leg off at the knee when I was thirty-five. I
watched the little stitches at the end of my stump mend, watched the
skin fold over itself into a pouch that seemed to hold all that I’d lost.
Pinned up my pant leg below my thigh, went to the track, clocked Tim
Tam for his trainer Jimmy Jones, who saddled up Whirlaway in ’41,
Citation in ’48, who said, “It’s no use conserving a horse for the mile
and a half run,” who said, “Choking never works.”
I thought about that in the holding place, that hospital paddock with
its bare, linoleum floors, the green divider curtains, the sounds of halfconscious moans and sighs. The place you wait before they cut you.
The place where they sedate you, push you down into that woozy state
of consciousness you’ve got to fight, slipping under, calling out the
Triple Crown Winners.
I can call them by year, by record, by the alphabet: Affirmed, Assault,
Citation, Count Fleet, Gallant Fox, Omaha, Seattle Slew, Secretariat, Sir
Barton, War Admiral, Whirlaway. The names out loud for the sound of
the battle: Count Fleet, Omaha, War Admiral, Assault. For the hunter and
the hunted: Gallant Fox, Seattle Slew. For the power: Secretariat, Citation,
Affirmed. And Whirlaway for going, disappearing.

That holding place again. They’re cutting off my other leg. But I’m
going with no pre-op meds. I’ll get my way because I know the
hospital the way I know the track. I know that doctors can affirm
when they’re assaulted, be cited with rights, counted on and courted,
foxed and out foxed, Omaha-ed and beached, seattl-ed and slayed,
sir’d and bartered, admiral-ed and warred. I’m racing to the gate.
Whirled away. Awake.
When Tim Tam ran the Belmont Stakes, when we were sure he’d win a
quarter mile from home, when he broke his leg at the head of the
stretch, he finished on that leg that shattered into fourteen pieces. He
rode the “out well,” that furlong past the post—rode it hard. He ran it
out with no quick pull-up at the end.
Still running when the race was run.

The men who live by the river ~ DS Maolalai
sun sets on skin
like selections
from secondhand leatherbound bibles.
the men by the river
settle down
for the night.
on the water,
swans kick,
going onward
and silent,
spreading
ragged vs
like the flights
of wild geese
in reflection,
scraping
the scum
which has set
on the water.
the daylight
is tiptoeing
to bed now – evening
lying flat, out
with the deer.

the men stretch their legs
and put their heads
on their elbows.
they kick
at the earth, look around
at the trees.
somebody finishes
his last can
of cider
and puts it,
quite tidy,
with the rest.

Buying the House with a Stand of Cedars Out Back ~ Zebulon
Huset
Joe always associated the smell of the cedar woods
with the hamster he killed with neglect when he was five.
He didn’t tell his wife, but it was almost enough to not
make an offer for the green house on the cul-de-sac. Not
enough to explain why he would prefer their no-yard condo,
though, so when push came to late weeknight argument
he caved and she promised the basement as a mancave
and he pretended to be excited about it. He threw himself
into planning. He had six neon lights and four dartboards
in his shopping cart when the birds and car horns warned
the sun would be warming the upstairs blinds. He poured
himself a glass of orange juice. Scrambled an egg.
He watched the edges of the yellow liquid take shape.
He reminded himself he was too young for that responsibility.
To care for a living creature all by himself. Bad parenting,
but, he chuckled, as he’d long ago learned to cope,
they later perfected the art of bad parenting. The kind
of parent he would never be to that tiny one cribbed
beside his sleeping wife. He buttered toast, ironed his shirt.
He left the local animal shelter site up on the computer
as he tiptoed upstairs for a kiss goodbye. Joe’s wife
was sprawled across the whole bed, unconsciously
taking advantage of his absence. The road their apartment
abutted roared all day in their window. Joe would be glad
to be rid of it, even if the backyard smelled like a hamster cage.
He would hike through that aroma with a puppy becoming

a dog as the baby climbed the grade ladder and then
that would be the memory associated with cedar.
Joe smiled as he checked left but only saw cars lining
the curb. He yawned as he checked right and saw mostly
the sun blazing directly over the road, and rolling out
beyond the curb parked cars—he never saw it coming.

Much Less ~ Phillip Shabazz
When clouds whisper over the quiet cul-de-sac,
and driveways, the grass cut beside them,
Pine Oak and Katsura give shade
as blemished as the whisper spreading uninvited
gossip between husband and wife.
To you, who whispers a prayer for her as she sleeps.
To you, who dreams what she prays.
She’s a bluebird in the garden, a shelter harboring
bluebird-ness among the buds in bloom.
Morning air so open it’s as though the deck
ascends borderline last night,
greeting overhead at the dawn of late summer,
greeting the creek, rushed traffic, horn
against horn, beating the wire while
the bluebird song makes its flight through them.
Sometimes she doesn’t know how to let you hear her sing
of home and the happiness of home, to distance us from grief.
If dirt aligns with what’s called devotion,
there’s no dirt that wasn’t dirt before
her voice came through the windows.
There’s always something to sing about,
a daughter or son found in the lost hour, an absence no more.
The August she breathes comes from that change of pace.
To quench the longing, she passes a bluebird into song,
as when she touches your hand, without turning down
the way she wants to live the morning,
how the garden parades its faces to the clouds
.

Skylight and coffee cups.
Bell red flowers. So much sun, so less moon.

Windshield Story ~ Carolynn Mireault
Jenny shot a hole through the windshield. It was that fast, no leadup.
No long, powerful aim. No thought process whatsoever. She had
never shot a gun. There was a deafening pop, so loud that she could
feel it in her head. Sheldon kept the car on the road. There was thin,
hot smoke. She dropped the gun in her lap, saw the tiny hole in the
low center of the windshield and started in on the oh my gods.
“Oh my god,” she said.
Sheldon didn’t talk. His ears hadn’t come back. Jenny stared at him
and said things in a begging way. What he’d meant to say was rack it. In
fact, he was sure this was what he’d said. He’d taught Jenny how to
rack that exact gun at the neighbors’ couch burning just the week
before last. She didn’t have strong hands, and couldn’t get the slide
back on her own, but she knew how. He took the gun from her lap
and shut it back in the glove compartment.
“Oh my god,” she kept going. “What do we do?”
Sheldon turned his brights off and sped up. There were no other cars,
just spread apart houses, as they drove through a town of spare
cornfields and vegetable farms where families brought up their kids
under the same lambent moon. The garlic and spinach came up
together like they knew how they tasted in a pan. Snow mantled
branches of trees and, in the headlights, they formed glimmering
systems on the sides of the road. Sheldon knew that somewhere
around here was his mom and one of his brothers, living with a hay
farmer in a peeling house.

“You’re not going to do anything,” he said. “You just shot a gun in a
car at night in a residential area without a license.”
“You said the safety was on.”
“That doesn’t mean—”
“I told you not to hand it to me,” said Jenny.
“I said rack it,” said Sheldon.
“You said click it.”
“Why would you ever pull the trigger?”
“Why would you hand it to me?”
“I said—” he cut himself off.
“I can’t believe this,” she said. “I’ll pay for it, however much it is.”
“It was my fault,” he said.
“No, I did it.”
“It was my fault,” he repeated, but his voice was flat.

Jenny had never looked more hideous. Then, as if it couldn’t get
worse, the tears started. It was his fault for forgetting how stupid she
was, how mindless, how drunk she was not only then but always. It
was his fault in the way that it’s a parent’s fault for giving a child a
steak knife or setting a chocolate cake down in front of a dog.
“It was me,” said Jenny.
“Nice breeze,” said Sheldon, “coming through the bullet hole.”
He was more and more sure he’d said rack it, and that Jenny must not
have finished preschool, much less high school or the several collegiate
programs from which she’d graduated cum laude, which he’d
respected until this point.
“What do we do?” she asked again.
“You never pull the trigger.”
“I know.”
“You don’t know,” he said. “It could have been so much worse.”
“I know.”
“You don’t know,” he said. “You could have killed one of us.”
“I know,” she said.

At the house, she leaned up against the Trump flag, gripping her
elbows and breathing through her teeth. It didn’t look like the
Vermont she knew, with its paved driveway and renovated vinyl
garage. The woods were thin and devoid of the sounds of coyotes and
deer, which she remembered snapping branches and sniffing along
tarped woodpiles. She searched the black sky, which almost hurt,
trying to make out the slope of a mountain, which in Moretown, made
rings around her like a scape of rampant moss.
Even the smell wasn’t right, wasn’t crisp and cut with winterberries
and scat, no bevies of sumac, which used to beckon from every field.
Instead, smoke chased across her face in trains, further obscuring
Vermont wilds, which condensed into these two acres.
##

On Turning Forty ~ Joris Soeding
fatherhood—the most important to me at thirty, today
the classroom and home thereafter
find I’m holding on to thirties
recall my parents at this age, Mami’s forty-fourth birthday
dinner at our neighbor’s table
have I arrived too quickly?
this week Johnny Cash reminisces former Christmases
Aretha on the beginning of Jesus
my children sing by the altar
sweets, laughter, an overdue library book
dentist, errands
snowless with lights on the tree
we return to the symphony
Orchestra Hall after thirteen years
first time for the kids
Parisienne… exuberant, lulled, of beauty
I reminisce Bukowski’s poem on my first Christmas Eve
one-week old
listens to classical music while drinking
we feast on Italian amidst holly, the L train, start of Route 66
many passersby on Adams Street
anticipation for midnight

Image 013 ~ Richard Hanus

The Estate Sale ~ Edward Ahern
The couple moved through the mansion like round little salt and
pepper shakers, pausing in front of a painting propped against a wall.
The signature in the lower right corner said Jon Rittenhouse. Rita
hissed in his ear, “God, that’s ugly,” just before he could say, “That
one I really like.”
He stiffened. She posed as an aesthete with a barbarian husband, and
he hated it. He had good taste, he just couldn’t argue as well as she
could. As Rita, moved away to inspect dishware in the kitchen, Carl
picked up the painting and walked it over to the woman running the
estate sale. “This is marked at $500, is there any room to negotiate?”
The woman gave him a quick glance and the painting a more studied
look, then shrugged. “It’s the first day of the sale, but I can reduce the
price by fifty dollars.”
Carl looked again at the oil painting. It depicted a forest with stylistic
distortions that appealed to him. It matched his alienated mood. They
carried hefty debts, but with luck he could ride the credit card one
more time.
“Okay. Is there anything I can wrap it in?”
“Just a trash bag.”
“That’ll do.”

Carl paid for the painting and walked it out to the car, laying the
painting flat in the back of their SUV. He walked back in smiling. If
Rita still hated it, he’d hang it in the den. That was his room.
Rita emerged from the kitchen with a cruet set that she paid eight
dollars for. They walked back out to their car, and Rita got in, not
noticing a black bag on a black mat. As they pulled into their driveway,
Carl said, “I had an impulse buy.”
Rita stiffened. “What did you do?”
“I bought that painting.”
“No! That was disgustingly ugly and too expensive. We’re already
struggling. Bring it back right now.”
Carl shrugged. “All sales final, remember? It’ll look real good in my
den.”
Rita held clenched hands in front of her. “We have to get a new stove
and you bought dime store art? And you weren’t even drunk when you
did it.”
He turned away from her, stepping back to the rear hatch and taking
out the trash bag. “It’s probably worth twice what I paid for it. It
stays.”
Their silences were palpable. They’d spent just over a quarter century
together, talking to each other less and less as the years accumulated.

They knew each other too well, and there was nothing left to say that
wouldn’t cause an argument.
Once inside, they separated, Rita to prepare microwave dinners and
Carl to pour himself a drink and try and figure out how to make room
for his newest prize. He didn’t talk much to Rita, but he did talk to
himself.
“Always bitching, never happy. Really good-looking work of art. Put it
next to my old foosball table? No, left of the big screen, so I’ll always
see it. Yeah, perfect.”
Dinner was at the kitchen table, precooked Swedish meatballs and
noodles. Fewer than thirty words were exchanged. In their earlier years
they would watch television together, but now went to separate rooms.
Once settled back into his recliner, Carl decided to check out the artist
in residence. He pulled out his phone and typed ‘John Rittenhouse
painter’ into the search engine.
The screen filled with headlines and pictures. John Rittenhouse was
dead, but he was a big deal, paintings in museums, paintings sold at
auction for hundreds of thousands of dollars, critics sucking up to his
work.
“What the hell have I got here?” Carl said to himself. “Average sized
painting like mine sold for almost half a million dollars. Move to
Florida, buy a boat.”

And then he remembered Rita. She hated the Florida heat and swelter.
She’d use the money to repair the house. She’d…
Rita walked into the room. “I just went on line and looked at what we
owe. Even with minimum payments we can barely cover the mortgage.
I’m taking that piece of shit picture back tomorrow while the
auctioneer is still there.”
Carl looked at her closely for the first time in weeks. The veins in his
forehead bulged and throbbed. “No, you’re not. It’s time, Rita. Time
we sell the house, pay off our debts and go our separate ways. I keep
what’s mine, you keep what’s yours. Simple.”
She glared, saying nothing. Then, calmly, “Coddling you like a contrary
dog for years now, protecting you from yourself. And I don’t even like
you. You’ll be starving in the streets in a year. You want apart, you got
it, just don’t change your mind, because I won’t.”
Rita waved a dismissive hand and walked away. Carl flushed, then got
up and poured another drink.
“How rich am I? Need to read up on this guy, auction houses, all that
stuff.”
He went back to the phone, reading one article after another, smiling
more broadly with each read. And then, the fifteenth or sixteenth item
was in smaller text. ‘Jon Rittenhouse, American painter, born 1982, art
work sold from his web site Jonrittenhouse.com Follow him on
Twitter.’

Carl paled and slumped in his chair. “Couldn’t be, couldn’t be, Jesus,
can’t be.” He got up and went over to the painting. ‘Jon Rittenhouse’
in block letters. He dropped back into his chair, picked up his phone
and typed in jonrittenhouse.com. The smiling face was of a man in his
forties. Carl clicked on one of the paintings shown on the site. ‘Woods
at Dawn, oil on canvas, $750 plus shipping.’
He lurched up out of his chair. “Got to talk to Rita, tell her I didn’t
mean it, tell her I was drunk, tell her I’ll take it back…”
He stopped and leaned against the door jamb. “Years too late. We’re
done.” A peculiar relief washed through him. “Better resell that
painting. I’m going to need the money.”
end

I’m leaving because the Superbowl is over ~ Josh Poole

Blue Gills and Blackberries ~ Jason Melvin
for Uncle Donnie
milk on blackberries
white runs in around
the blackest purple
a little, not too much
sugar on top
Fresh
picked right from the bush
tiny scratches on tiny hands
wash the morning dew off
and into the bowl
climb down the cliffside
pole and tackle in one hand, one to steady
pull apart the nightcrawlers
tiny bits on the hook
white and red bobs, quickly dunks
catch a dozen or so, palm-sized filets
meat enough to make it worthwhile
Fresh
a little breading on the little chunks
oil pops in the pan
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